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GOALS & DESIGN
Embracing the Challenge

Thank you for the opportunity to present 
the following proposal. We are very excited 
about helping to envision and realize the 
XP Vehicles in the emerging new “green” 
transportation market. 

The central goal for this project is to take 
XP Vehicles to the next level: Producing 
affordable and desirable  electric vehicular 
solutions. There are 2 principle market 
opportunities: ecological discerning 
customers in the 1st world, and consumers 
with limited options in the developing 
world. 

We seek to leverage the “unique efficiency” 
of the XPV battery array into all aspect 
of vehicular design. The inflation body 
panel concept transcends the paradigm of 
weight=safety: Weight being the principle 
enemy of EV range, this innovation 
embodies the “unique efficiency” core 
attribute. 

That being said, these EV programs 
present huge design challenges, which we 
completely embrace and are truly inspired 
to be a partner in this inspirational 
project.

THE TEAM
Making it Happen

Tentative team list is as follows:

    Gray Holland - Creative Director, ID, 
Design & Brand Strategy, Animation, 
Production Engineering.
    Franc Scales - Brand Strategy, Project 
Management, Story/Video Production.
    Kevan Hollenback - ID, Digital 
Rendering, 3D Animation.
    Laura McFarland - Office 
Management, Research, Story/Copywrite.
Additional team members:
    Mark Eastwood - ID, Digital Rendering, 
Production Engineering.
    Jeff Sand - ME, Metal Fabrication, ID, 
Asian Production Implementation.
    Joel Franke - Brand Development, 
Graphic Design, Web Design, Motion 
Graphics.

* This group might change based on final
scope of projects.
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PROJECT DEFINITIONS
Green Mobility Landscape

We have broken down the potential 
programs into 2 categories, and loosely 
define them as such:

Primary programs:
P3: Prius Power Pack 
EV-X: Automotive X Prize 
eBILITY: green mobility for the 
Developing World

Supportive options:
Brand Strategy: clear iconic communication
Marketing Imagery: consumer advert
Web Media: interactive information
Video Storytelling: informative narrative
Product QC: product quality control

The primary programs focus is on the 
implementation and application of XPV’s 
battery array technology. The supportive 
programs complement through quality 
management of product and communication 
infrastructure. Particularly note the 
relationship between the brand strategy and 
the 3 primary programs; this strategy helps 
to anchor and organize the core product 
message into a single coherent vision. 
The power of this relationship cannot be 
underestimated. Marketing, Web, and Video 
are essential complementary vehicles for 
extending that brand messaging. 
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DESIGN | BRAND | BUSINESS
Brand Strategy as Communication Infrastructure 

Branding of the past was primarily 
focused on trademark. Today it must be a 
complete communication system, involving 
consistent perception throughout every 
consumer “touch point.”
Brand is the organizing principle of the 
character of a given company, what it stands 
for, and how it is known. 

Thus Design, Brand, and Business are 
intrinsically bound, and create a company’s 
ability to communicate effectively with its 
customers. Product loyalty and costumer 
identification with a given company 
are embodied in the perception of that 
companies brand. 

A consistent brand message, and 
consistent consumer experience,  
is the most important aspect of 
successful brand development.

“Green” is growing out of its “cottage 
industry” state, and entering a rapid 
expansion stage of economic development.  
There will be a ongoing tremendous influx 
of investment in the market, and thus 
a large diversity of product choices and 
confusion for the consumer. One aspect 
of success will be based on not only a 
company’s ability to offer great products, 
but how a company effectively “brands” 
their innovative products.
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DESIGN | BRAND | BUSINESS
Brand Strategy Implementation

Deuce Spinner Wheels is a start up 
Alchemy helped launch: designing every 
aspect of their brand: 

• Product Development
• Brand Strategy
• Web
• Video/Visualizations
• Marketing materials
• Production Strategy
• Implementation
• QC

The result: complete consistent look & feel
to create absolute project success.
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DESIGN ITERATION
The Iterative Cycles within the Design Process

Alchemy Labs’ design process follows a 
disciplined iterative methodology. This 
cycle follows 4 steps, to be repeated as 
needed:

    Idea
    Design
    Prototype
    Test

First an Idea is born out of inspiration 
or research, then explored & captured 
through sketches. Next, that Idea takes 
form through our digital 2D/3D design 
technique, flushing out both proportion 
and volume while respecting packaging 
and/or human factors criteria.  Then 
rough 3D data is typically used to grow 
SLA rapid prototypes; which finally are 
employed in user testing and observation. 
Then the cycle begins again as refinements 
are made based on findings and feedback.

Each of these steps enables us to put design 
concepts through a rigorous procedure in 
order to duly test each idea before moving 
to the next stage of development. 

To the right are samples from a Nike 
eye wear program illustrating our 4 step 
design cycle. Each stage concentrically 
evolves concepts through at least one cycle, 
sometimes more if the program requires. 

DESIGNIDEA

TEST PROTOTYPE

DESIGN 
SOLUTION
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DESIGN PROCESS
Four Stages Leading to Realization 

Envision [stage 00]
This stage collects information and 
inspiration through observation: Consumer 
needs are tracked, technical specifications 
are compiled, design attributes are 
constructed, materials and manufacturing 
technologies are explored; all pertinent 
information is processed through group 
brainstorming, then synthesized into a 
product spec and development strategy. 

00   ENVISION 01   CONCEPTION 02   INCUBATION >>   REALIZATION03   PRODUCTION

Conception [stage 01]
Next, the initial strategy starts to take form 
through various sketching techniques: 2D, 
3D, and hand made mock-ups to explore 
conceptual intentions. Quick iterative 
exploratory cycles map the potential 
landscape of ideas, while holding true 
to critical packaging and human factor 
constraints. Final concepts are illustrated 
thought 2D/3D renderings, sometimes 
“In-Context.”

Incubation [stage 02]
Various concepts are reviewed and 
a direction is selected for further 
development. The chosen concept is subject 
to various critique and feedback. Ideas 
are refined through realistic renderings 
exploring materials, color, and graphics. 
Ease of use is also improved through 
more accurate prototypes. Preliminary 3D 
databases are developed for manufacturing 
evaluation. 

Production [stage 03]
Final feedback is collected based on 
use of prototypes, consumer testing, 
manufacturing assessment, and client 
review. Final parameters are locked in for 
production refinement and execution for 
tooling databases and validation models. 
After released for production, 3D databases 
can be rendered for marketing imagery, 
print and web catalogs, and 3D animations.
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ENVISION [stage 00]  $ 12k
Goals: 
Collect all the design criteria and build consensus. 
Transform information into a concise design 
strategy for modular battery system.

Tasks:
• Research competitive landscape, design 

influences, and associative imagery.
> Meet to define criteria around PD: 

market, configuration, performance, 
cost range, special features, etc.

• Assessment of engineering 
requirements: package, component 
layout, cooling & airflow, DFM & DFA, 
consumer needs, etc.

• Inquire manufacturing & materials 
possibilities

• Brainstorm usage & bay interchange
• Construct component packaging, 

assembly, use and alternatives
• Develop design strategy on findings.
• Formulate Strategy Doc
> Present Strategy Doc - brainstorm 

around results
> Finalize consensus around plan

Deliverables: 
Design Strategy Doc 

p3:  [Project 1]
Prius Power Pack

CONCEPTION [stage 01]  $ 18k
Goal: 
Explore design potential, develop concepts around 
criteria and inspiration.

Tasks:
• Configure 3D packaging layouts 

[battery arrays]
• Develop 3D packaging volume 

constraints [in Prius]
• Explore manufacturing & materials 

possibilities
• Develop assembly & access possibilities
• Explore cooling strategies
• Ideate around brand focused design 

languages
• Develop 3 different directions
• Produce 2D/3D sketch/renderings
• Mock up concept full scale [foam core]
> Present 3 design directions
> Review designs: narrow focus to single 

direction

Deliverables: 
3 design directions illustrated in 2D renderings  
and 3D mock ups.

INCUBATION [stage 0�] $ 20k - $ 28k 
Goal: 
Focus the design effort around one concept, refining 
around functionality, manufacturing constraints, 
and brand strategy. 

Tasks:
• Compile technical & aesthetic feedback
• Analyze cooling & other requirements 
• Refine final component packaging & 

assembly strategy
• Refine & validate modular battery 

exchange mechanics
• Evolve chosen design direction around 

all feedback
• Produce preliminary 3D design 

database covering enclosure & BOM
• Render “in-context” shots, exploded 

views, orthographics, materials & 
colors, etc.

• Manage fabrication of prototype 
enclosure 

• Release preliminary 3D data for 
manufacturing review

> Present & Review design 

Deliverables: 
1 preliminary 3D database of electronic enclosure. 
3D renderings illustrating materials, usage, 
functionality, as well as “In-Context” shots.
Full size prototype [outsourced].

PRODUCTION [stage 0�] $ 20k - $ 28k
Goal: 
Finalize design for production—balancing 
aesthetics, manufacturing, and cost requirements.

Tasks:
• Compile final feedback from client & 

manufacturing partners
• Finalize materials, manufacturing, 

assembly specifications & processes
• Finalize production design based on 

feedback & analysis
• Finalize production 3D database
• Render final shots explaining 

production design
• Final BOM
• Produce & release final 3D IGES data 

for production tooling
> Review & buy off on final design release

Deliverables: 
Final production 3D database for manufacturing.
Full scale [working?] prototype [outsourced]. 
Various 3D renderings illustrating final production 
design.

 [Project 1] subtotal  $ 70k - $ 86k  
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EV-X:  [Project 2]
X Prize Challenge Vehicle: Safety, Style, & Aero

ENVISION [stage 00]  $ 18k
Goals: 
Collect all the design criteria and build consensus. 
Transform information into a concise design 
strategy for the Automotive X Prize challenge.

Tasks:
• Research competitive landscape, design 

influences, and associative imagery.
> Meet to define criteria around PD: 

market, configuration, performance, 
cost range, special features, etc.

• Assessment of engineering 
requirements: package, competition 
requirements, DFM & DFA, human 
factors, usage, etc.

• Inquire manufacturing & materials 
possibilities of inflation technology.

• Brainstorm assembly & construction
• Explore components, packaging, 

assembly, use and alternatives
• Develop design strategy on findings.
• Formulate Strategy Doc
> Present Strategy Doc - brainstorm 

around results
> Finalize consensus around plan

Deliverables: 
Design Strategy Doc 

CONCEPTION [stage 01]  $ 30k
Goal: 
Explore design potential, develop concepts around 
criteria and inspiration.

Tasks:
• Configure vehicle components & BOM
• Develop 3D packaging of entire vehicle
• Explore manufacturing & materials 

possibilities of inflation technology
• Mock-up inflation ideas [1/10th scale] 

of interior & exterior form & function.
• Explore assembly strategies
• Develop 3 different design languages 

around balanced criteria.
• Produce 2D/3D concept sketches, 

interior & exterior.
• Develop instrumentation.
• Develop new battery enclosure.
• Mock up scale interior [in foam core]
> Present 3 design directions
> Review designs: narrow focus to single 

direction

Deliverables: 
3 design directions illustrated in 2D renderings  
and 3D mock ups.

INCUBATION [stage 0�] $ 30k - $ 48k
Goal: 
Focus the design effort around one concept, refining 
around functionality, manufacturing constraints, 
and brand strategy. 

Tasks:
• Compile technical & aesthetic feedback
• Refine final components, lighting, 

packaging, & assembly, etc.
• Refine inflatable body work concept 

around chosen design direction.
• Mock-up exterior & interior inflatable 

body work on real metal framework.
• Refine battery access and exchange, 

including water tight solutions.
• Produce preliminary 3D design 

database covering vehicle & BOM
• Render “in-context” shots, exploded 

views, orthographics, materials & 
colors, etc.

• Manage fabrication of 1/4 scale model
• Release preliminary 3D data for 

manufacturing review
> Present & Review design 

Deliverables: 
1 preliminary 3D database of vehicle. 
3D renderings illustrating materials, usage, 
functionality, as well as “In-Context” shots.
Full size mock-up, 1/4 scale model [outsourced].

PRODUCTION [stage 0�] $ 30k - $ 52k
Goal: 
Finalize design for production—balancing 
aesthetics, manufacturing, and cost requirements.

Tasks:
• Compile final feedback from client & 

manufacturing partners
• Finalize materials, manufacturing, 

assembly specifications & processes
• Finalize production design based on 

feedback & analysis
• Finalize production 3D database
• Manage fabrication of full scale proto
• Render final shots explaining 

production design
• Final components & BOM
• Produce & release final 3D IGES data 

for production tooling
> Review & buy off on final design release

Deliverables: 
Final production 3D database for manufacturing. 
Full size prototype  [outsourced].
Various 3D renderings illustrating final production 
design.

 [Project �] subtotal  $108k - $148k  
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eBILITY:  [Project 3]
4 Wheel Bicycle Electric Vehicle: Safety, Style, & Aero

ENVISION [stage 00]  $ 18k
Goals: 
Collect all the design criteria and build consensus. 
Transform information into a concise design 
strategy for eBILITY vehicle for 3rd world.

Tasks:
• Research competitive landscape, design 

influences, and associative imagery.
> Meet to define criteria around PD: 

market, configuration, performance, 
cost range, special features, etc.

• Assessment of engineering 
requirements: package, competition 
requirements, DFM & DFA, human 
factors, usage, cultural issues, etc.

• Inquire manufacturing & materials 
possibilities of inflation technology.

• Explore assembly & construction
• Explore packaging, assembly, & use -

create 3 structural alternatives.
• Develop design strategy on findings.
• Formulate Strategy Doc.
> Present Strategy Doc - brainstorm 

around results
> Finalize consensus around plan

Deliverables: 
Design Strategy Doc 

CONCEPTION [stage 01]  $ 34k
Goal: 
Explore design potential, develop concepts around 
criteria and inspiration.

Tasks:
• Configure vehicle components & BOM
• Develop 3D packaging of entire vehicle
• Explore manufacturing & materials 

possibilities of inflation technology.
• Mock-up inflation ideas [1/10th scale] 

of interior & exterior form & function.
• Explore structural concepts and studies 

for dual bike system.
• Explore driver controls.
• Develop 3 different design languages 

around balanced criteria.
• Produce 2D/3D concept sketches, 

interior & exterior.
• Develop instrumentation module.
• Develop new battery enclosure.
• Mock up scale interior [in foam core]
> Present 3 design directions.
> Review designs: narrow focus to single 

design and structural direction. 

Deliverables: 
3 design directions illustrated in 2D renderings 
and 3D mock ups.

INCUBATION [stage 0�] $ 34k - $ 56k
Goal: 
Focus the design effort around one concept, refining 
around functionality, manufacturing constraints, 
and brand strategy. 

Tasks:
• Compile technical & aesthetic feedback
• Refine final components, lighting, 

packaging, & assembly, etc.
• Refine inflatable body work concept 

around chosen design direction.
• Mock-up exterior & interior inflatable 

body work on real bike frames.
• Refine battery access and exchange, 

including water tight solutions.
• Produce preliminary 3D design 

database covering vehicle & BOM
• Render “in-context” shots, exploded 

views, orthographics, materials & 
colors, etc.

• Manage fabrication of 1/4 scale model
• Release preliminary 3D data for 

manufacturing review
> Present & Review design 

Deliverables: 
1 preliminary 3D database of vehicle. 
3D renderings illustrating materials, usage, 
functionality, as well as “In-Context” shots.
Full size mock-up, 1/4 scale model [outsourced].

PRODUCTION [stage 0�] $ 34k - $ 60k
Goal: 
Finalize design for production—balancing 
aesthetics, manufacturing, and cost requirements.

Tasks:
• Compile final feedback from client & 

manufacturing partners.
• Finalize materials, manufacturing, 

assembly specifications & processes.
• Finalize production design based on 

feedback & analysis.
• Finalize production 3D database.
• Manage fabrication of full scale proto.
• Render final shots explaining 

production design.
• Final components & BOM.
• Produce & release final 3D IGES data 

for production tooling.
> Review & buy off on final design release

Deliverables: 
Final production 3D database for manufacturing.
Full size prototype  [outsourced].
Various 3D renderings illustrating final production 
design.

 [Project �] subtotal $120k - $168k
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CONCEPTION [stage 01]  $ 12k
Goal: 
Explore brand potential, develop concepts around 
company(s) and products. 

Tasks:
• Use Brand Strategy Doc to start graphic 

design exploration [black & white only]
• Refine Naming exercise to incorporate 

feedback.
• Explore URL potential for selected 

Name directions
• Word smith Mission, Message, 

Attributes, and Core Value statements.
> Meet to buy off on Value statements 

and final naming directions.
• Update Brand Strategy Doc with 

finalized Value statements.
• Sketch out several type/mark graphic 

solutions for each final Naming 
direction.

> Present 3 design directions per Name
> Review designs: narrow focus to single 

directions

Deliverables: 
3 Final Product Names 
1-2 Company Names
3 Logo Type/Mark Concepts per Name

INCUBATION [stage 0�] $ 12k - $ 16k
Goal: 
Synthesize concepts into a concise brand strategy 
for DCT and its products. 

Tasks:
• Compile client feedback and refine 

selected graphic design directions.
• Explore color opportunities.
• Mock-up business cards and other 

collateral of each graphic design 
direction to test identity system.

• Develop badging concepts to test 
with ongoing PD for battery array 
and vehicles. Sketch render product 
applications for each.

> Present & Review graphic designs

Deliverables: 
Refined Logo Type/Marks [1 per Name]
Sample applications of Graphic Designs: 
Including cards & product samples. 

PRODUCTION [stage 0�] $ 14k - $ 20k
Goal: 
Finalize brand position and implementation—
balancing aesthetics, messaging, & communication.

Tasks:
• Compile final feedback from client and  

finalize final GD selections
• Finalize colors and printing 

instructions for identity and collateral 
[cards, letter head, envelop, stickers].

• Model any 3D badge implementation 
of identities. 

• Finalize production 3D database.
• Manage fab of full scale logo proto.
• Render final shots on product 

applications.
• Adjust any 3D tweaks and release final 

3D IGES data for badge tooling
• Produce Graphic Standards Manual
• Update Brand Strategy Doc to 

incorporate all final graphic elements. 
> Review & buy off on final graphic 

design release.

Deliverables: 
Logo Marks for Company(s) & Products
Graphic Standards Manual
Updated Brand Strategy Doc

Brand Strategy:  [Option A]
A Complete Strategy for the Branding Infrastructure

ENVISION [stage 00]  $ 16k
Goals: 
Assemble brand message, explore Naming options, 
and build consensus around Core Attributes. 

Tasks:
• Research competitive landscape, design 

influences, and associative imagery.
> Meet to brainstorm Brand Strategy: 

market, brand attributes, core values, 
mission, message, underlying customer 
experience, etc.

• Interview exercises with internal team 
members concerning attributes of 
company and product naming.

• Research name categories and URL 
opportunities.

• Develop brand strategy around criteria, 
observations, and findings.

• Formulate Strategy Doc
> Present Strategy Doc & Naming 

Concepts- brainstorm around results
> Finalize consensus around strategy & 

Naming directions.

Deliverables: 
Brand Strategy Doc 
Naming concepts

 [Option A] subtotal $ 54k - $ 64k
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DCT Optional Programs: 
Complementary Programs 

Marketing Imagery  $ TBD
Virtual Imagery 

Overview: 
Once we have the 3D databases, we can do 
so much more with them for marketing 
imagery which is low hanging fruit in a 
project like this. Photo-Realistic rendering 
can be produced to use in any print 
application. And all this before any “real” 
product exists. Color and material options 
can be played out without the expense; 
brochures, adds, tear and spec sheets, 
whatever photographic needs may be.

Deliverables: 
Photo Realistic Imagery 
 In-Context Renderings

Web Communications  $ TBD
On-Brand Web Communications Platform

Overview: 
Such high end renderings can be very 
quickly used in the virtual world as well. 
On line catalogs can be quickly produced 
showing a variety of colors, and even orders 
can be configured before product is ever 
tooled... Also virtual turntables [QTVR] 
can be produced.  

Deliverables: 
Interactive Web Design
Virtual Catalog Shots
QTVR Movies of Product

Video Storytelling  $ TBD
2D & 3D Animated Product Visualization

Overview: 
A concise animated story can be an 
invaluable communication tool. Video 
presentations, digital stories, any data, 
can be animated in 3D and video output 
[DVDs, HD, QuickTime]. Even technical 
and vital crash testing can be simulated to 
validate initial safety concepts.... 

Deliverables: 
Video Storytelling
Animated Vehicle Testing: [Crash Simulations]

Product Quality Control  $ TBD
Product Implementation QC

Overview: 
Quality Control follow-through can make 
or break a product. We can work directly 
with manufacturers on and off site to help 
ensure the quality implementation of all 
your products.

Deliverables: 
Time & Materials based Quality Management
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SCHEDULE
Proposed Workflow

This diagram above is a rough draft of how a development timeline 
could look: this program should be redrawn after the scope of the 
program(s) have been settled. The “real” schedule will try to meet 
DCT’s needs and production requirements. 
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TERMS & ASSUMPTIONS
The Basics of Working Together

1] The client will provide a single point 
of contact to facilitate the timely flow of 
information, reviews, and approvals.
   
2] Alchemy’s services are based on time and 
materials.  All bids above represent “time” 
and all “material” costs will be billed 
in addition to the labor costs  [i.e. all 
models, printing, Federal Express, video 
and slides etc.]. 
   
3] The first payment kicks off the project.
Payments for each round will be made on a 
monthly basis, based on the work specified 
for the upcoming month. 
 
4] All cost and time estimates are based 
on this schedule, any significant change in 
plan or additional work requested by the 
client will be billed separately. 
   
5] If for any reason the client stops 
completion at anytime throughout the 
project, the client will be billed for all work 
completed up to that date of termination 
in writing. 

6] Pricing does not include sales 
tax when applicable. 

7] Your approval shall be obtained for any 
increases in fees or expenses that exceed 
the original estimate by more than 10%.  
   

8] The client retains ownership of the 
design selected to go into production. 
   
9] Alchemy Labs will act as an agent in 
respect to all applicable expenses [i.e. - All 
models, travel, printing, federal express, 
video and prototypes etc.]. As is industry 
standard, a 15% administration fee will 
be added to all such expenses paid for by 
Alchemy Labs. Such expenses 
will be billed monthly 
[net 30 days].


